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The striking discovery of high-temperature supercon-20

ductivity (HTSC) of 80 K in a bilayer nickelate La3Ni2O721

under a moderately high pressure of about 14 GPa ignited22

a new wave of studying HTSC in nickelates [1–9]. The23

properties of the parental phase at ambient pressure may24

contain key information on basic interactions therein and25

bosons that may mediate pairing giving birth to super-26

conductivity. Moreover, the bilayer structure of La3Ni2O727

may suggest a distinct minimal model in comparison to28

cuprate superconductors. Here using X-ray absorption29

spectroscopy and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering, we30

studied La3Ni2O7 at ambient pressure, and found that31

Ni 3dx2−y2 , Ni 3dz2 , and ligand oxygen 2p orbitals domi-32

nate the low-energy physics with a small charge-transfer33

energy. Remarkably, well-defined optical-like magnetic34

excitations were found to soften into a quasi-static spin-35

density-wave ordering, evidencing the strong electronic36

correlations and rich magnetic properties. Based on a37

Heisenberg spin model, we found that the inter-layer ef-38

fective magnetic superexchange interaction is much larger39

than the intra-layer ones, and proposed viable magnetic40

structures. Our results highlight that the strong bond-41

ing of Ni 3dz2 orbitals within the bilayer structure induces42

novel electronic and magnetic excitations setting the stage43

for further exploration of La3Ni2O7 superconductor.44

Introduction45

Unlike cuprate superconductors, often characterized by a46

single Zhang-Rice singlet band consisting of Cu 3dx2−y2 and O47

2p orbitals, multiple d orbitals and Ni-O bilayer structure play48

∗ Equal contributions
† yilu@nju.edu.cn
‡ kejin.zhou@diamond.ac.uk
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critical roles in La3Ni2O7 [1, 2, 5, 10–13]. In particular, the49

molecular bonding between the two Ni 3dz2 orbitals through50

the apical O pz orbital, together with Ni 3dx2−y2 orbital, is51

widely established by theory and deemed as an essential in-52

gredient for the low-energy electronic structure of La3Ni2O753

[2, 5, 8, 13–16]. However, the exact orbital occupancy and54

orbital character of La3Ni2O7 remains elusive. If La3Ni2O755

is viewed in close proximity to cuprates, i.e., at the limit of56

a small charge-transfer energy, significant amount of electron57

holes would occupy the oxygen ligands, giving rise to Zhang-58

Rice-like physics [17]. On the other hand, supposing it was a59

sibling of infinite-layer nickelate superconductors, where the60

charge-transfer energy is rather comparable to the Coulomb61

repulsion, the participation of the oxygen ligands in the low-62

energy electronic structure would be much reduced [18–20].63

The bilayer structure and the multi-orbital nature of64

La3Ni2O7 have profound impact on its magnetism as well,65

which plays a pivotal role in theories on this novel supercon-66

ductor, resembling the cuprate case [1, 5, 21, 22]. Some sug-67

gest the importance of the interlayer antiferromagnetic cou-68

pling Jz between dz2 orbitals [1, 5]; some others advocate that69

the strong interlayer coupling would cause the bilayer split-70

ting of band structure, while in-plane magnetic exchange in-71

teractions play a dominant role in superconductivity [12, 14].72

The intricate magnetic exchange may as well lead to other73

exotic phases with broken symmetries that have complex in-74

terplay with superconductivity, as seen in the cuprate super-75

conductors [23, 24]. In the as-grown La3Ni2O7 crystal at am-76

bient pressure, resistivity measurements have found a kink-77

like transition at around 153 K, which responds to the external78

out-of-plane magnetic field, implying a possible spin-density-79

wave (SDW) therein [25]. A recent µSR experiment on poly-80

crystalline La3Ni2O7 suggested that a static long-range mag-81

netic order emerges below 148 K, consistent with an SDW82

internal field distribution [26]. Moreover, traces of a possi-83

ble density wave have been discovered in a latest NMR re-84

port [27]. However, the exact nature of this density-wave state85
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FIG. 1. XAS spectra and the incident energy dependent RIXS maps in La3Ni2O7. a, Schematic top view of the NiO2 plane in La3Ni2O7.
The solid black square represents the pseudo-tetragonal unit cell with a lattice constant aT ∼ 3.833 Å, while the dashed black square represents
the real orthorhombic in-plane unit cell when considering the tilting of Ni-O octahedra. b, In-plane Brillouin zone (BZ) for the pseudo-
tetragonal unit cell. c, Sketch of the RIXS experimental geometry. Details of the setup are described in Method. d,e, σ polarised XAS
spectra of La3Ni2O7 (red filled circles) taken at the O K-edge (d) and Ni L3-edge (e), respectively. The latter is displayed after subtracting
the background of La M4-edge. The calculated Ni L3-XAS (red curve) is also displayed. XAS spectra measured on NiO (Ni2+) and NdNiO3

(Ni3+) (black-filled circles) are shown as references. f,g, RIXS intensity maps measured as a function of incident photon energy with σ- (f) and
π-polarized photons. (g), respectively. The corresponding XAS spectrum is superimposed as a solid white curve on each map. Both XAS and
RIXS spectra were collected at 20 K at a grazing-in incident angle of 20◦. h, Integral of RIXS spectra in (f) and (g) over the incident energy
range [851.8 eV, 853.4 eV]. The grey solid bars display the multiplet calculations for the Ni L3-RIXS.

is still unclear.86

Given the currently limited knowledge on the essential elec-87

tronic and magnetic energy scales, such as the charge-transfer88

gap and exchange interactions, experimental verification is89

indispensable. In this work, we employ X-ray absorption90

spectroscopy (XAS) and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering91

(RIXS) at both Ni L3-edge and O K-edge of La3Ni2O7 sin-92

gle crystal at ambient pressure. These spectroscopic and scat-93

tering techniques are sensitive to low-energy electronic and94

magnetic structures together with elementary excitations, and95

thus they are ideally suited for tackling the core issues in96

La3Ni2O7.97

Electronic structure of La3Ni2O798

As-grown La3Ni2O7 crystallizes in an orthorhombic struc-99

ture with the space group of Amam [1]. We define the re-100

ciprocal space index (H,K, L) based on the pseudo-tetragonal101

unit cell (Figs. 1a and 1b, Method). Figure 1c shows the ex-102

perimental geometry, in which the incident X-ray is linearly103

polarised, while the scattered X-ray is typically non-polarised104

but otherwise polarised if stated explicitly (see Method).105

Figures 1d and 1e illustrate XAS spectra of La3Ni2O7 taken106

near the O K-edge and Ni L3-edge, respectively. A sizable107

pre-edge peak at ∼ 528.5 eV is observed near the O K-edge,108

originating from oxygen 1s electron excitations into the un-109

occupied oxygen 2p ligand hole state near the Fermi level, as110

observed for the Zhang-Rice singlet state in cuprate supercon-111

ductors [28]. The Ni L3-XAS data show a sharp resonant peak112

around 852.4 eV, followed by a broad satellite peak at a higher113

energy. As the Ni valence 2.5+ of La3Ni2O7 falls in between114

the archetypal nickelates NiO and NdNiO3, the XAS spec-115

tra of La3Ni2O7 can be qualitatively understood in relation to116

these two. NiO is a canonical charge-transfer insulator in the117

Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen classification, whose large charge-118

transfer energy ∆ (≈ 5 eV) suppresses the charge fluctuations119

between the Ni 3d and ligand oxygen 2p orbitals despite their120

large orbital hopping integral [29]. Consequently, its ground121

state is well described by α|3d8⟩ + β|3d9L⟩ (α2 + β2
≲ 1122

and L denotes a ligand hole) with a dominant 3d8 character123

(α2 ≈ 0.8) [30–33]. On the other hand, the perovskite NdNiO3124

with a nominal 3d7 configuration is widely acknowledged as125

a negative charge-transfer system, where electrons from lig-126

and oxygen spontaneously transfer onto Ni cations, result-127

ing in a ground state with a leading 3d8L contribution [34].128

Such a substantial ligand hole concentration is underscored129

by the pronounced pre-edge hole peak in the O K-edge XAS130

of NdNiO3, similar to that of La3Ni2O7 (Fig. 1d). This is dis-131

tinct from NiO, where the pre-peak is absent, and the unoccu-132

pied ligand states are at an elevated energy across the charge-133

transfer gap. For the Ni L3-XAS, the prominent resonant peak134

of La3Ni2O7 is also observed for NiO and NdNiO3 at a sim-135

ilar energy (Fig. 1e), which was previously identified as the136

Ni 2p → 3d8 or 3d8 + 3d8L transitions into the half-filled eg137

states, respectively [34, 35]. A broad satellite peak at a higher138

energy is likewise seen for NdNiO3, originating mainly from139

a part of its ground state wavefunction that contains additional140

ligand holes [34, 36, 37]. The above spectral features at both141

the O K-edge and Ni L3-edge indicate a predominant 3d8 oc-142

cupancy on the Ni cation in La3Ni2O7, accompanied by sig-143

nificant amount of ligand holes.144
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Figures 1f and 1g show the incident-energy dependent145

RIXS measurements of La3Ni2O7 across the Ni L3-edge. A146

clear low-energy excitation (∼ 70 meV) is observed near the147

elastic peak which will be discussed in the next section. The148

sharp XAS resonance at ∼ 852.4 eV decays mainly to a fi-149

nal state of a localized excitation at around 1 eV, known150

as the t2g → eg dd orbital excitation similar to NiO and151

NdNiO3 [36, 38, 39]. The band-like fluorescence excitation,152

decaying from the broad satellite XAS peak, stems from the153

delocalized Ni-O hybridized continuum states [36, 37]. The154

intensity distribution of the fluorescence contracts under π po-155

larization that couples stronger to the 3dz2 orbital, indicative of156

a smaller out-of-plane bandwidth arising from the quasi-two-157

dimensional structure. In addition, distinct from NdNiO3, two158

extra dd excitations show up in La3Ni2O7 (at around 0.4 eV159

and 1.6 eV). They exhibit stronger intensities under π polar-160

ization, suggesting a more prominent involvement of the 3dz2161

orbital in them.162

To gain a quantitative understanding of XAS and RIXS163

measurements, we built a double-cluster model capturing the164

bilayer structure of La3Ni2O7 and then carried out multiplet165

calculations for Ni L3- XAS and RIXS spectra (see details166

in Section 2 of Supplementary Information). Systematic op-167

timizations of the calculated spectra suggest that the charge-168

transfer energy ∆ falls between 0 and 2 eV, pointing out the169

rather small-charge-transfer nature of La3Ni2O7 [40]. This170

result is reasonable since ∆ is ∼ 5 eV and ∼ 0 for NiO and171

NdNiO3, respectively [37, 41]. With the estimated range of ∆,172

the ground state wavefunction of La3Ni2O7 can be deduced173

to approximately α|3d8⟩ + β|3d8L⟩ + γ|3d7⟩ with leading α2
174

and β2. The calculated XAS for ∆ = 0.5 eV is shown in175

Fig. 1e, which corresponds to a ground state with (α2, β2, γ2)176

≈ (0.4, 0.3, 0.2). The corresponding RIXS calculation agrees177

well with the experiment, showing dd excitations identified178

at comparable energies (Fig. 1h). Notably, we found that179

both the XAS line shape and the lower dd excitation (∼ 0.4180

eV) in RIXS show marked difference upon tuning the inter-181

layer hopping strength mediated by the 3dz2 -OAP 2pz - 3dz2182

orbital overlap in the calculation (OAP stands for the apical183

oxygen), underlining the importance of the inter-layer cou-184

pling for the electronic structure (Section 2 of Supplementary185

Information). This result is consistent with previous exper-186

imental report [1], and lends support to several recent theo-187

retical works emphasizing on the importance of the bilayer188

structure [2, 5, 13–15, 42–45].189

Magnetic excitations190

Figure 2 summarises the detailed energy-momentum de-191

pendence of low-energy excitations in La3Ni2O7 taken at the192

incident energy of 852.4 eV corresponding to the resonance193

peak of Ni L3-XAS. Figures 2a and 2b show strongly disper-194

sive excitations along directions illustrated in insets. The ex-195

citations reach maximal energy of about 70 meV at (0, 0) and196

(0.5, 0) while soften to zero energy (within the experimen-197

tal energy resolution) at (0.25, 0.25), suggesting the presence198

of a quasi-static order. Similar excitations also appear when199

excited by π incident X-rays polarisation (Fig. S6). Along200

the out-of-plane direction, this mode does not exhibit siz-201

able dispersion as a function of L, indicating its quasi-two-202

dimensional nature (Fig. 2c).203

As both magnon and phonon excitations could appear in204

RIXS spectra, particularly within 100 meV that is closely rel-205

evant to both, the polarimetric RIXS was employed to analyze206

the outgoing X-rays linear polarisation for unraveling the ori-207

gin of these excitations (see Methods). Clearly, as shown in208

Fig. 2d, the inelastic excitation is present under the π − π′,209

π − σ′, and σ − π′ channels, while gets much reduced under210

the σ − σ′ channel. Such behaviour is in excellent agree-211

ment with the assumption of a magnetic origin of the scatter-212

ing [46]. Our multiplet RIXS calculation of magnetic excita-213

tions in the double-cluster model confirmed the outgoing po-214

larisation dependence (Fig. S5). Concerning phonons, in prin-215

ciple, their spectra weight should be present in theσ−σ′ chan-216

nel. However, the corresponding polarimetric RIXS spectrum217

shows negligible spectral weight hence a minute contribution218

to the Ni L3-RIXS (Fig. 2d). We therefore conclude that the219

low-energy excitations observed at the Ni L3-edge are dom-220

inated by magnons. This immediately infers a quasi-static221

SDW order at (0.25, 0.25). Remarkably, an SDW order was222

reported to exist near (0.25, 0.25) in the half-doped nickelate223

La3/2Sr1/2NiO4, which has the same nominal Ni2.5+ valence224

state as that of La3Ni2O7 [47]. In both cases, the magnon soft-225

ens to almost zero energy near the SDW ordering wavevec-226

tor, while their dispersions approaching Γ point deviate dras-227

tically: there is an acoustic-like magnon in La3/2Sr1/2NiO4,228

whereas it is absent here in Fig. 2a.229

By fitting the magnon spectra to a damped harmonic os-230

cillator (DHO) function χ
′′

(q, ω), we extracted the peak en-231

ergy and width of the magnon (Section 4 of Supplementary232

Information) [48]. Three possible spin configurations con-233

sistent with the spin order at Q = (0.25, 0.25) can be con-234

structed: the diagonal spin-charge stripe order as in half-235

doped La3/2Sr1/2NiO4 where Ni2+ spin and nominal Ni3+236

charge stripes intertwined (Stripe-1, Fig. 3a) [47]; the SDW237

order could also be realised without the charge inhomogene-238

ity, i.e., a double-spin stripe order (Stripe-2, Fig. 3b) that is239

similar to the bi-collinear spin order in FeTe [49]; by exchang-240

ing the Stripe-1 charge stripe positions with those of a spin241

stripe, a third spin configuration could be achieved as a double242

spin-charge stripe order (Stripe-3 in Fig. S10c). For all these243

SDW orders, owing to the strong bilayer bonding, spins are244

antiferromagnetically aligned in the top and bottom NiO2 lay-245

ers. To obtain the magnetic superexchange interaction param-246

eters, we constructed an effective J1-J2-Jz Heisenberg model:247

H =
∑

i JzS⃗
t
i
· S⃗ b

i
+
∑
⟨i j⟩α J1S⃗ α

i
· S⃗ α

j
+
∑
⟨⟨i j⟩⟩α J2S⃗ α

i
· S⃗ α

j
, where248

α is the layer index for the bottom (b) or top (t) layer. Jz is249

the inter-layer exchange coupling along the c-axis. J1 and J2250

are the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor exchange251

couplings, respectively, in a single NiO2 layer. The magnon252

dispersion within the linear spin wave theory was solved us-253

ing the torque equation formalism [50] (Section 6 of Sup-254

plementary Information). We found that the magnon disper-255

sion based on both Stripe-1 and Stripe-2 spin configurations256

agree with our RIXS result (Fig. 3c and Section 6 of Sup-257

plementary Information). Owing to the scattering matrix ef-258

fect, the simulated acoustic magnon spectra are significantly259
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weaker than the optical magnon, consistent with the experi-260

mental findings. In general, the inter-layer effective superex-261

change interaction is an order of magnitude larger than that of262

the intra-layer. The finding of a dominant magnetic interac-263

tion along the molecular bonding direction is in good accor-264

dance with previous theoretical calculation [2]. Interestingly,265

the J2S here shows comparable strength to that in the half-266

doped La3/2Sr1/2NiO4 [47]. On the other hand, the weak J1267

coupling in Stripe-2 leads the similar spin dynamic equations268

and magnon dispersions to Stripe-1. Based on the above re-269

sults and the currently limited information, we can conjecture270

the true spin configuration of La3Ni2O7 is either Stripe-1 or271

Stripe-2 or their mixture (see details in Section 5 of Supple-272

mentary Information).273

Spin-density-wave order274

We then took an explicit examination on the SDW order.275

Polarimetric RIXS was used to confirm the magnetic origin of276

low-energy excitations, likewise, it was applied to character-277

ize this SDW order in La3Ni2O7. Similar to the behaviour of278

magnons, the momentum-dependent quasi-elastic SDW scat-279

tering peak shows the same trend, i.e., sizable scattering in-280

tensities under π − π′, π − σ′, and σ − π′ except for σ − σ′281

(Figs. 4a and 4b), confirming the magnetic origin of such282

SDW order. Further insight into the nature of the SDW was283

gained through the energy dependence of the SDW scattering284

at its order wavevector across the Ni L3-edge (Fig. 4c). Unlike285

the XAS spectra where La M4 shows a greater absorption in-286

tensity than that of Ni L3, the SDW scattering predominantly287

results from the Ni 3d - O 2p hybridised states. Furthermore,288

the SDW scattering peak exhibits a colossal polarisation de-289

pendence, namely, its intensity probed under π polarisation290

is about 30 times higher than that with σ polarisation. Fig-291

ure 4d gives an example taken with 852.4 eV photons, which292

may indicate its strong association with Ni 3dz2 orbital. The293

half-width at half-maximum Γ = 0.0022±0.0002 r.l.u. of the294

scattering peak corresponds to a relatively short in-plane cor-295

relation length (ξH = 1/Γ) of ∼27.7 nm. A much broader peak296

is observed as a function of L along the direction of (0.25,297

0.25, L) establishing the quasi-two-dimensional nature of such298

SDW order (Fig. 4e).299

The temperature dependence of the SDW order illustrates300
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FIG. 3. The spin configuration and the magnon dispersion of La3Ni2O7 a, The spin configurations for the spin-charge stripe order (Stripe-1).
To simplify the sketch only nickel cations are shown. The blue, red and black circles represent spin up Ni2+, spin down Ni2+, and the nominal
Ni3+ sites, respectively. The solid lines illustrate the in-plane pseudo-tetragonal unit cells and the grey cubics represent the Ni-O octahedra.
The fitted values of J1S , J2S , and JzS based on this spin configuration are noted (see details in Section 6 of Supplementary Information). b,

The spin configuration for the double spin stripe (Stripe-2), and the fitted value of J1S , J2S , and JzS . c, The experimental magnon dispersion ϵq
(red filled circles) and damping factor γq (black open circles) versus projected in-plane momentum transfer q∥ along high-symmetry directions
at 20 K. See fitting details in Section 4 of Supplementary Information. Error bars of ϵq were estimated by combining the uncertainty of the
elastic peak position, linear background, and the standard deviation of the fits. Error bars of γq were estimated by combining the standard
deviation of the fits. The horizontal dashed line marks the total energy resolution (36 meV). The results of an effective J1-J2-Jz Heisenberg
model based on Stripe-1 order are overlaid. The results from the model based on Stripe-2 are also consistent to the experimental data. The
blue curves represent the dispersion of two magnon modes, where the thickness of the lines and the depth of their color represent the mode
intensity. The detailed parameters are listed in Section 6 of Supplementary Information.

a substantial reduction in both the intensity and the corre-301

lation length when the temperature is raised above ∼150 K302

(Figs. 4f-4h). While the SDW wavevector does not exhibit a303

discernible temperature dependence (Fig. 4i). The discovery304

of the SDW with a characteristic temperature of around 150 K305

agrees well with previous transport, NMR and µSR measure-306

ments on La3Ni2O7 [25–27].307

Discussion and Conclusion308

Our RIXS and XAS measurements revealed the dispersive309

magnon and SDW order below 150 K in La3Ni2O7. Detailed310

analysis suggests that Ni 3dx2−y2 , Ni 3dz2 , and O 2p orbitals311

dominate the low-energy physics with charge-transfer energy312

less than 2 eV, and the inter-layer effective magnetic superex-313

change interaction is much larger than the intra-layer ones.314

These give critical information for constructing the minimal315

model for La3Ni2O7 superconductor.316

Apart from the extraordinary bilayer structure and the asso-317

ciated predominant magnetic exchange interaction, the elec-318

tronic structure of La3Ni2O7 fits in general into the family319

of Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) nickelates. The formation of the320

Zhang-Rice-like hole band, the small charge-transfer energy,321

and the well-defined dispersive magnon allude to its nature of322

the strong electronic correlations [51]. The above are typ-323

ical characteristics of the strongly correlated cuprates where324

charge- and spin-density modulation can take place. More-325

over, the occurrence of SDW order at (0.25, 0.25) is remi-326

niscent of that in the half-doped single-layer La3/2Sr1/2NiO4,327
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FIG. 4. SDW order at (0.25, 0.25) of La3Ni2O7. a,b Polarimetric RIXS data. The spectra are decomposed into ππ′, πσ′, σσ′ and σπ′

components. c, SDW peaks intensities as a function of incident photon energy and polarization. The inset shows the XAS spectra at the La
M4-edge and the Ni L3-edge. d, SDW peak intensity integrated over an energy window of 36.5 meV (the total energy resolution) as a function
of projected momentum transfer (q∥) along the (H, H) direction. The fitted peak center values are ∼ 0.25 r.l.u. and the corresponding half
width at the half maximum (HWHM) is 0.0022 r.l.u. e, L scan of RIXS spectra at q∥ = (0.25,0.25). f, SDW peaks and their Lorentzian fits
along the (H, H) direction at various temperatures. g-i, Temperature dependence of the SDW peak area (g), the correlation length (h) and the
SDW wave vector position (i).

where a spin-charge stripe order exists, and implies the ten-328

dency to a charge-density-wave instability in La3Ni2O7 as il-329

lustrated in the scenario of Stripe-1 (Fig.3a) [40, 47]. Indeed330

in layered half-doped RP nickelates, manganites, and cobal-331

tates, the spin-charge intertwined order is prevailing [47, 52,332

53]. On the other hand, the double spin stripe order accommo-333

dating homogeneous charge-density (Stripe-2, Fig. 3b) may334

be possible too as the 3dx2−y2 orbitals are more itinerant in-335

plane than the 3dz2 orbitals. Verifying the existence and the336

extent of the charge-density-wave order could help elucidate337

which picture of the spin configuration La3Ni2O7 is closer to.338

Finally, we would like to extrapolate our findings to339

superconducting La3Ni2O7, here, a moderately high pressure340

induces a structural phase transition accompanied by a few341

percent shrinkage of the lattice constants, and the Ni-O-Ni342

bonding angles between adjacent NiO6 octahedra straighten343

to 180◦ [1]. Consequently, the electronic hopping is likely to344

increase, potentially suppressing density waves that compete345

with the superconductivity [54, 55]. Furthermore, the mag-346

netic superexchange Jz may get significantly enlarged due to347

the increased hopping along Ni-OAP-Ni. Despite the presence348

of Zhang-Rice singlet physics and competing orders as in349

cuprates, the reinforced molecular orbital bonding and the350

dominating inter-layer AFM interaction may be novel addi-351

tions to the HTSC of such a bilayer nickelate superconductor.352
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562

Methods563

Sample fabrication: La3Ni2O7 sample was fabricated by the564

high oxygen pressure floating zone technique and the details565

are described in [25]. The sample quality was checked by566

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Laue diffraction (see details in567

Fig. S1). Samples were cleaved to get a flat, clean surface568

before RIXS measurements.569

570

XAS and RIXS measurements: XAS and RIXS measure-571

ments were performed at Beamline I21 at Diamond Light572

Source [56]. In this work, we describe the structural proper-573

ties of La3Ni2O7 referencing to a pseudo-tetragonal unit cell574

with cell parameters aT = bT ∼ 3.833 Å and c = 20.45 Å.575

Reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) are defined (where 2π/aT =576

2π/bT = 2π/c = 1) with Q = HaT∗ + KbT∗ + Lc∗. The577

crystallographic aT –c (bT –c) plane of La3Ni2O7 single crys-578

tal was aligned within the horizontal scattering plane (Fig. 1c).579

The polar angular offsets (θ and χ) of the crystal were aligned580

by the (002) diffraction peak, and the azimuthal offset (ϕ) by581

SDW order peak, such that the c∗ axis lays in the scatter-582

ing plane. The spectrometer arm was at a fixed position of583

Ω = 154◦ except for L scans where variable Ω was employed.584

XAS spectra were collected with a grazing incidence angle585

of θ0 = 20◦ to probe both in-plane and out-of-plane unoccu-586

pied states. All XAS measurements were done at a tempera-587

ture of 20 K with the exit slit opening to 30 µm. Total electron588

yield XAS spectra were collected using the draincurrent and589

normalised to the incoming beam intensity. Both linear verti-590

cal (σ) and horizontal (π) polarisations were used.591

Energy-dependent RIXS measurements were performed at592

the grazing incidence angle of θ0 = 20◦ and the temperature593

of 20 K. The exit slit was open to 30 µm corresponding to594

an average energy resolution of 40 meV (FWHM). The inci-595

dent energy range went from 851 to 855 eV in steps of 0.2 eV596

to fully capture the resonance behaviour across the Ni-L3 ab-597

sorption peaks.598

Momentum-dependent RIXS measurements were per-599

formed at the resonant energy of 852.4 eV at a temperature of600

20 K with the exit slit opening to 20 µm corresponding to an601

average energy resolution of 36 meV (FWHM). RIXS spectra602

were collected using both σ and π polarisations. The grazing603

out geometry (θ > Ω/2) was applied for the acquisition of604

RIXS spectra shown in the main text.605

Polarimetric RIXS apparatus employs a graded multilayer606

designed for the Ni L3-edge with a grazing incidence angle of607

20◦ lying perpendicular to the scattering plane. Measurements608

were performed at Q = (0.035, 0.035, L) and around (0.25,609

0.25, L) to analyse the outgoing X-rays linear polarisation of610

the magnon and SDW ordering, respectively. The total energy611

resolution of the polarimetric RIXS is ∼ 55 meV (FWHM).612

Since the multilayer does not work at the exact Brewster’s613

angle, the outgoing polarised RIXS (the indirect RIXS) from614

the reflection of the multilayer will be a mixture of linearly615

polarised spectra. The direct and indirect RIXS spectral in-616

tensities are then given by the following formula:617

Idirect = Iσ′ + Iπ′ (1)
618

Iindirect = Rσ′ Iσ′ + Rπ′ Iπ′ (2)
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where Idirect and Iindirect stands for the outgoing nonpolarised619

and mixed polarised RIXS spectral intensity, respectively.620

From the above formula, the outgoing σ′ and π′ polarised621

RIXS spectra can be deduced:622

Iπ′ =
Iindirect − Rσ′ Idirect

Rπ′ − Rσ′
(3)

623

Iσ′ =
Iindirect − Rπ′ Idirect

Rσ′ − Rπ′
(4)

In the above, Rσ′ (Rπ′ ) refers to the multilayer reflectivity of624

the outgoing σ′ (π′) polarised X-ray photon. At the Ni L3-625

edge, Rσ′ and Rπ′ is 14.1% and 9.1%, respectively, based on626

the calibration of the multilayer.627

628

Theoretical calculations: The Ni L3-edge XAS and RIXS629

calculations shown in Figure 1 were performed employing a630

fully correlated Ni2O11 cluster model, accounting for the two631

corner-sharing NiO6 octahedra within the pseudo-tetragonal632

unit cell. The noninteracting part of the Hamiltonian inte-633

grates material-specific on-site energies and hybridizations in-634

volving Ni 3d and O 2p orbitals, along with spin-orbit cou-635

pling within the Ni core 2p and 3d shells. Full Coulomb in-636

teractions within the Ni 3d shell and between the Ni 2p and637

3d shells are included, with parametrization by Slater integrals638

scaled at 0.8 based on atomic Hartree-Fock values [57]. Com-639

prehensive details regarding model construction and relevant640

parameters are described in Section 2 of Supplementary Infor-641

mation. The model was solved using the exact diagonalization642

method as implemented in Quanty [58].643

The DFT calculations employ the Vienna ab-initio simula-644

tion package (VASP) code [59] with the projector augmented645

wave (PAW) method [60]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof646

(PBE) exchange-correlation functional [61] is used. The en-647

ergy cutoff energy for expanding the wave functions into a648

plane-wave basis is set to be 500 eV. The Γ-centered k-mesh is649

used in KPOINTS files which are generated by VASPKIT [62]650

with the KPT-resolved value equal to 0.02 for different unit651

cells. The SDW orders are calculated using the simplified ro-652

tation invariant approach based on the DFT+U method intro-653

duced by Dudarev et al. [63]. Then, the effective Heisenberg654

interactions for the SDW orders are constructed. The magnon655

dispersion within the linear spin wave theory are calculated656

using the torque equation formalism[18, 50]. The RIXS in-657

tensity for the magnon mode in the σ-π polarization channel658

is calculated following the reference [64]. More details can be659

found in Sections 5 and 6 of Supplementary Information.660
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